Digital proving ground, is modern shooting range, of high degree automation and integration, based on the digital information network covering the entire area of the proving ground, replied on highly visual trial and direction, connecting various proving grounds and each tache of the trial with computer-based digital communication subsystems and the information system platform, realizing the data identification, collection, transmission, processing, sharing and use of the information. This article based on the basic concepts, methods and principles of HLA, the function and characteristic of proving ground are analyzed, and according to the basic concept, method and principle of HLA, the system design of the distributed digital Proving ground missile penetration simulation system were carried on. On this foundation, system structure of the system was built, and the realization method of federation members' classification and the design of FOM / SOM and members' interface were introduced.
Introduction
Modern war is the confrontation of system-to-system. It covers all-system, all-direction and multi-arms of the services containing the Army, the Navy and the Air Force. It must set off innovation of shooting range test method and model, demand that our army shooting range should adapt to information • *Corresponding author. Tel.: +86-13596840983.
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weaponry, provide information war environment near actual combat, finish the technology and tactics function test and combat efficacy evaluation of information war weaponry. It is inevitable of building the digital proving ground to accomplish the test task with high quality and efficiency. Digital proving ground, is modern shooting range, of high degree automation and integration, based on the digital information network covering the entire area of the proving ground, replied on highly visual trial and direction, connecting various proving grounds and each tache of the trial with computer-based digital communication subsystems and the information system platform, realizing the data identification, collection, transmission, processing, sharing and use of the information.
A Brief Introduction to HLA
HLA is a common high-level architecture in areas of the modeling and simulation, issued by the U.S. Department of Defense. It provides a standard architecture for interconnection, interoperability and reusability among different simulation applications.
HLA consists of three parts:
Rules define a number of principles that should be consistent with federation and federal members. RTI is an HLA software of the simulation host, and equal to a distributed operating system. The simulation applications communicate with the local RTI to notice RTI what data to be issued or required. Then RTI communicate with other simulation applications in order to achieve an exchange of information between the entities.
RTI offers six kinds of service: • Federal management, which coordinates activities within the federal scope throughout the life of federal operation.
• Announce management, which provides services to the federal members for stating the object state and interaction information that they want to create and receive, and carrying out object-based classes or interactive classes of data filtering.
• Object Management, which provides services to create or delete objects, of object-data transmission and data exchanging.
• Ownership management, which provides services to convert the ownership of object attribute among the federal members. • Time management. which control and coordinate to advance local-clock management types of federal members (such as the DIS simulation system, the real-time simulation system, the time step simulation system, the simulation system, Event-driven simulation system and the optimistic mechanism simulation system) on the federal timeline , and provides services to meet the different data transmission (such as the reliable transmission and the best-effect transmission) requirements for all federal members. • Data distribution management, which provides the dynamic-interest-description, information members want to be able to send and receive, for federal members, in order to achieve value-based data filtering.
Overview of HLA-based Digital Proving Ground

Functions and Role of Digital Proving Ground
The technical and tactical performance of weapons and equipment is inspected and identified, and its operational effectiveness is evaluated.
The digital weapon testing, scientific decision-making, timely and efficient testing, data sharing, quick and easy information inquiring, auxiliary command-decision-making function are realized, making use of modeling and simulation technology.
The digital proving-ground-based virtual oppositional environment of the information warfare is built. The process of information warfare is deduced. The combat-mode of the information warfare simulated. The online training carries out.
Training information warfare commanders meet the future needs of the information warfare.
The Main Features of the Digital Proving Ground
It is the main features of the digital proving ground that systems such as the battlefield environment simulation system, the battlefield threat simulation system, the electromagnetic environmental monitoring system, the target feature measurement and positioning system, the command and control system, and so on, can achieve information exchange in the control network. The proving ground, uses HLA specifications to build test networks, connects the various sub-systems throughout everywhere into an organic whole, constitutes the test environment for the information weaponry, and builds a virtual proving ground.
Test Equipment Configuration of Proving Ground
Ground and air tracking systems; Theodolite; Data collection and transmission system; Communication system; Telemetry system; Speed measuring system; Electronic display device; Geodetic system; GPS measurement and control system; Environment simulation system.
Compositions of the Digital Proving Ground
The digital proving ground's structure is shown in Fig 1. The basic resource layer consists of a basic database and a model base management system, with the resource server as a carrier. It does not only provide storage, query, retrieve, extract, backup, recovery, but also complete the inspection, who, statistics, analysis, sorting, processing and so on, for all types of address registration resources. And it ensures the independence, integrity, modifiability, scalability, and security confidentiality of simulation resources. 
Network Communication Layer
The Architecture of the HLA-based Digital Proving Ground
The HLA-based system block diagram is shown in Fig 2. It includes the HLA-based architecture simulation system, the simulation environment generation system, the model database, the simulation and testing system, the performance evaluation system, the command and control system, the test and exercise trend monitor system, the equipment testing platform and so on. All of them complement each other, and constitute a organic whole. 
Upbuilding Federal Members
The existing ten items of HLA rules respectively regulate federation and federal members, the specific structures of which are shown in Fig 3. 
1) Members group of the director side:
Members of simulation manager group: According to the simulation users' requirements, manage,control and surveil the simulation; modify the performance parameters of the weapon system; control the content of the presentation.
Members of evaluation group: Evaluation team will take the treatment process according to the index system, the output of the simulation application systerm, which is the number or percentage of every weapons and equipment of every operational unit of the other power ( the red power or the blue power) damaged by one power's every weapon of every basic operational unit.
Collection members of the data device: The data collection tool (DCT) collectes member-interaction data defined by FOM, and archives it in a database; The members themselves recorde the internal private data.
Members of the three-dimensional visual display: To be used in the process of simulation; Using MultiGen Creator and Vega to exploit and design.
2) The red power and the blue power include three categories of member srespectively:
Real class members: Members of weapons, members of electronic supporting, members of the battlefield threat simulation, members of the electronic countermeasure. Members of weapons comprise armored assault weapons, suppression weapons, air defense weapons, long-range strike weapons, airborne weapons, cruise missiles, ship-borne weapons and small arms.
Virtual members: Members accessed to the simulator (physical) node. Structural members: Members with HLA standard from the software implementation.
3) Environmental member groups:
The meteorological environment members, the electromagnetic environment members and the geography environment members. 
Federal / Simulation Object Model (FOM / SOM) Design
HLA object model is mainly used to describe the various members of the federation (SOM) and the federal members with the mutual information exchange characteristics (FOM). OM is divided into three levels: The bottom layer is the object; the middle layer is the federal member; the top layer is the federation. Its description consists of OMT and OMT extension. OMT is composed of the object class structure table, the object interactive table, the properties / parameters table and the FOM / SOM dictionary. OMT extension is composed of the component structure table, the relationship table and the object model metadata. The data exchanges among members by means of the "Object Properties" and the interactive "public" and "order" service provided by RTI: In the federal operation process, the statement releases the object class attribute or interaction class members continue to provide updates of property values or interaction, and the ordering data members themselves receive data and localize it to be used.
The design and implementation of the digital proving ground is based on the object model development tool KD-OMDT, which includes the model identification 
HLA federate interface design and implementation
RTI software mainly consists of RtiExec, FedExec and libRTI, and they run in a separate workstation. Process RtiExec manages the creation and withdrawal of the federation, and instructs members to enter the right federal execution. FedExec manages the federal members's joining and leaving, each running federation corresponds to a FedExec process. LibRTI is a C + + library providing a range of services of the HLA interface specification definition for the member-developers. Members communicate with RtiExec, FedExec and the others, by libRTI calling the HLA-service.
The interfaces with RTI of federal members include Creating and joining federation, initializing RTI data, the announcement / order relationship requesting time promoting, updating and reflecting the object's attribute value, sending and receiving interactive, exiting and revocation of federal, etc. Specific procedures are as follows: Call rtiAmb.publishObjectClass to publish an object class. c) Order and publish an interactive class by calling rtiAmb.subscribeInteractionClass and rtiAmb.publishInteractionClass. • Call RTI ∷ AttributeSetFactory ∷ create.
7) Announce the time promoting policy (default is neither Regulationg nor non-Constrained
• Creat RTI ∷ AttributeHandleValuePairSet.
• Call rtiAmb.updateAttributeValues to update the instance attribute value. b) Send interaction • Call RTI ∷ ParameterSetFactory ∷ create.
• Create RTI ∷ ParameterHandleValuePairSet.
• Call rtiAmb.sendInteraction to send interactive.
10) If the simulation is finished, jump to 8).
11) Call rtiAmb.timeAdvanceRequest to request the time promoting. 12) RTI call rtiAmb.tick processing events until the allowed time promoting, jump to 8). 13) End the program execution a) Call RTIamb.resignFederationExecution to secede federation. b) Call RTIamb.destroyFederationExecution to withdraw federation.
Conclusion
As a new generation of the distributed simulation architecture, HLA provides an effective method and means for weaponry research and improving it's performance, in the application of a proving ground test simulation system. It has the reconfigurability, interoperability, and spatial-temporal consistency, which can enhance the combat simulation fidelity, improve the system stability and efficiency and meet the requirement of complex systems for the flexibility and scalability. HLA becomes the future development direction of the distributed simulation technology.
